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WITH ADDITIONll 

By H. E. Stone 

With the help of several assumptions weaker than commutativity, factor 

semirings and cancellative representations of semirings with noncommutative‘ 

add.ition are studied. with special attention to latticepreservÏI\g properties of 
homomorphisms. A commutativity theorem is obtained which shows that a larg~ 

class of semirings are semi-isomorphic to semirings with commutative addition. It 
is shown that the weakness of semi-isomorphisms as tools in structural' 

investigations may be somewhat rèmedied by considering semirings which are 

intrinsically preordered, and a large class of semirings is exhibited for which the' 

structure problem reduces to the study of rings and partial1y ordered rings. 
together with a study of semiring extensions. 

A triple (S, +, .) is a rt'ght semt'1't'ng if (S,.) is a semigroup, (S, +) is a 
semigroup with identity, and a(b+c)=ab+ac for each ι b, c in S. Left semirings‘ 

are defined dually. The right and left semirings together form the near-semir쩌gs. 

while the semiriηgs are both right and left semirings. If (S , +) is a group, we 

speak of right or left 껴ngs， near rings, and skew서ngs. A skewring with 

commutative addition is a ring. 

The operations are' extended in the usual way to subsets. A subsemirt'ng of a. 

semiring S is a subset T of S such that 0 ε T. T+TCT. and T'TCT. 

A subsemiring T is an right ideal of S provided ST C T. Left ideal is defined 

dually. and an t'deal is both a right and left ideal. 

A semiring which can be embedded into a ring is called a halj서ng. A most 

striking and suggestive class of nontrivial halfrings is the collection of positive 

cones of partially ordered rings. and it will later be seen that the study of 
halfrings reduces mainly to the study of this class. A general semiring can be 

regarded as a broad generalization of such a positive cone. and it will be 

1) This material is extracted from the author’s doctoral dissertation [8] at Texas Christian 
University , The author is grateful for the assistance and encouragement of his advisor .. 
Professor Ben T , Goldbeck. Jr. 
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reveaIing to see to wlrat extent the properties are simiIar. 1t wiU be convenient 
for efficiency of exposition to consider semirings which actually have a preorder 

defined on them. "、

A þreorder is a reflexive and transitive relation. If a preorder 드 is compatible 

with the operations of S in the sense that a드b impIies a+x<b+x. x+a드x+b 
for all a. b, x in S, and ax드bx， xa드xb for all x늘Oin S, then S is a preordered 

seηziring. For A C S, let U(A)== {s ε S:a드s γa ε A}. 1n particuIar, U(O) is the 
þostÏive cone of S. If S==U(O) , it is positively ordered; if x<y implies a+x==y== 

x+b for some a, b in U(O) , S is intr쩌sica!ly preordered; if both, S is natural!y 

þreordered. Since intrinsic preorders most strongly influeri.ce the arithmetic of 
the semiring, it is in them that we wiII be mostly interested. 

A subset T of a semiring S is centric in S if x+S==S+x for each x in T. 

Clea.rly 0 is always centric in S, but generally S is not centric in itself. It is easy 

to prove. 

PROPOSITION 1. 11 P is centric subsemirz"ng 01 S, the relation 드(mod P) 

delined by x드y il and only il there exist p. q iχ S with x+þ==y==q+x is an intr껴sz.c 

ψreorder on S with þos찌νe cone P. Conνersely， il < is an intr.싫sic preorder on S, 
U(O) is a cent1쇼 subsemirùtg 01 S and 드 co쩌cides with 드(mod U(O)). 

A semiring homomorphism η is monotone if x드y implies xη드yη; it is st서ctly 

monotone (isotone) if x <.Y implies xη <yη (where x<y means x드y and x~y). If η 

is monotone, clearly U(O)η ζ U(Oη); this condition is sufficient for η to be 

monotone if 드 is intrinsic. It is possible that the containment be proper even if η 

is onto; following [2J we call η an epimorPhism if it is monotone and U(O)η= 
U(Or;). An order녕somoψhism is a monotone homomorphism with monotone inverse; 
clearly every order-isomorphism is an epimorphism. 

Let A and B be subsemirings of S. A is B-stable in S provided that for each 

x. y in S and each b in B, x+b+y ε A implies x+B+y C A. If A is B-stable, 

then 0+0+0르A implies B==O+B+O ζ A; on the other hand, every subsemiring 

A is O-stable. A is called stable when it is Acstable. 

The kernel of a semiring homomorphism is the inverse image of O. It is easily 

seen that the kernel of any homomorphism is a stable ideal. Conversely, if 1 is 

any ideal. we construct a congruence as in [5] by putting x르y (mod 1) if there 

exists a finite sequence ao' "', 와 in S with ao==x, an==y. and for 0드z' <n there 

exist 깐• si in S and Pi' qi in 1 such that 깐+깐+Si==와， 간+qi+si==ai+ l' 1 is 

contained in the congruence class K of O. and 1 ==K if and only if 1 is stable. 
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’l'he set of cong1 uence classes is a factor semiring of S, and will be denoted 

SIK. The natural map U carrying x in S onto its congruence class in S/K is a 
homomorphism. If S is intrinsically preordered with positive cone P , then Pu is 

centric in S/K, and u is an epimorphism with respect to the intrinsic. preorder 
induced in S/K by Pu. 

Following [1] , a homomorphism with kernel 0 will be called a seηzi-z.somorphism. 

While a semi-isomorphism is in general not an isomorphism, there hasbeen some 

interest in their study. If the semiring is intrinsically preordered, every monotone 
semi-isomorpbi<;!l) is strictly monotone. A standard argument will. now prove the 

following “ natnral homomorphism theorem." 

THEOREM 1. Let S be an 싫trinsically preordered seηziring， and let η be a 

monotone homomorPhism of S with kernel K. Then the map a;S/K→Sη dζfz.ned by 

(su)a=sTJ for every s z.n S is a st꺼ctly monotone semi-isomorphism such thαt U(J =η， 

and a is an e청m01ψ'hism :j and only if η is. 

Let A and B be subsemirings of S, and let s, t belong to S. The right (A , B)

difference A(s• t)B is the set {x in S:3 a ε A , b E B such that a+t+x+b=a+s十

b}. A subsemiring T is 상ght (A, B)-subtractive if A(s• t)B ζ T for each s, t in 

T. Left (A, B)-difference is defined dually, and T is (A, B)-sμbtractive if it is 

both right and left (A , B)-subtractive. If A=B=O, the prefix is omitted, and 

we speak of “ difference" and “ subtractive" subsemiring; while if A=B=S, we 

speak of “ hyperdifference" and “ hypersubtractive" subsemirings. If A consists of 
left and B of right cancellative elements, clearly T is (A, B)-subtractive if and 
only if it is subtractive. Hypersubtractive ideals generalize the /Z-ideals of Iizuka 

[3] • 

Let T be a stable subsemiring, and let s, t belong to T. If x+t=s then x+t+ 
o=s implies x+T十O ζ T , so that x ε T. Hence T is subtractive. However, this 

condition is not in general sufficient for a subsemiring to be stable. A subsemiring

T is normalized by a subset C of S provided that γcEC and γs ε S, c+sETif 

and only if s+c ε T; this generalizes the concept of n01 malization in groups. T' 

is 1Zormal in S if S nonualizes T. If T is normal and subtractive in S, and if t , 
x+t十y ε T , then t+(y+x) ε T by normality and y+x ε T by subtractivity. 

Thus for each s E T , s+y+x ε T and x十 S十Y E T by nonnality. Hence x十T+

y ζ T and T is stable. 

A subsemiring T is C-starUke for C C S if x+y ε T implies x ε T and yE T for 

each x,y ε C; T is starlike if it is S-starlike. Clearly every starlike subsemiring 
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Stc(T)= {xEC: 크y ε C with 

x十yET}; this C-star of T is a C--starlike subsemiring of C when C is a subsemiring. 

T is C-starlike if and only if Stc(T) ζ T. If S is intrinsically preordered with 

let T , noxwalizes is nOllnal and subtractive. If C 

positive cone P , then P normalizes every subsemiring T , 

that T is convex if and only if it is P-starlike. If there 

and it 

IS no 

write StsCT)=1'*; evidently 1'* is a normal starlike subsemiring 

IS easily seen 

ambiguity, 

contammg 

we 

T , 
and T is starlike if and only if T싹=T. If T is a right or left ideal, 
T is a normal stable ideal, T흩/T is a skewring. 

so is T"'-. If 

The observation that each of the families below IS closed under 

intersections is sufficient to prove 

PROPOSITION 2. For a semiring S with fixed subsemirings A and B , 

-subset C, let 2' be any of tlze famz'Ues of all 

(a) subsemirings of S, 
(b) [right , [，κftJ (A , B)-subtractiνe subsemirings of S, 
(c) [A-] stable sμbsemirings of S, 
(d) C-normal subsemi껴'ngs of S, 
(e) C-starlike sμbsemi:서ngs of s. 
(f) [right , left] ideals of S. 

The:χ sf7 is a complete lattice with respect to se! inclusion. 

The following “nat따al lattice theorem" gives mvanance 
lattices with respect to the natural homomorphism. 

propertíes 

arbitrary 

and fixed 

of these 

THEOREM 2. Let S be a semiring, C a sχbset 01 s, η a homomoη~hism 01 S 

:teith kernel K. 

respective，μI S r;, 

Let ,27, respectively Sf", be one 01 the classes 01 subsemir짧gs 01 s, 
described below, and let sf7 K= {LESf7 ;KζL). Then 상ZUe7se t??Zages 

,under η 01 eleηzents of sf" belong to sf7 K' Moreover, il η tS 

m01'phism, then η induces a lattice isomophisηz 01 ,27 K onto Sf". 

(a) 2' is all K -stable sμbsemirings， 2" is all sμbse1.ηiriags， 

(b) sf7 is ‘ all K -stable [right, 1κft] ideals, 2" is all [right, 

the natural 

I강ì] ideals, 

(c) ε(;' is all stable subsemir쩌gs， 2" is all stable subsemirings. 

homo-

(d) 2 is all K -stable C-normal sμbsem써ngs， 2" is all Cη-normal sμbsemirz'ngs， 

(e) sf7 is all K -stable C-sta,rlike sμbsemirings， 2" is all Cη-starlike sμbsemirings. 

PROOF. Let A E 2", a.nd let B=η-l〔A). Suppose s+k+t ε B for s, tES, k 

，드 K. Then sη十tη E A. so that (s十K+t)η CA, whence s+K+t C B and B IS 

K-stable. If A is stable and s+a+t ε B for some aE三 B. then sη+aη+t1j EA ’ 

i 

‘ 

‘ 
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whence S71+A+tηζ A and s+B~‘-t C B , so that B is stable. If A is C77-normal 
and x,y εC， then x+y ε B implies xη十yη ε A , so that (y+x)η EA and y+x ε 

B. If A is C77-starlike and x, y ε C, then x+y ε B implies xη+yη E A , so that 

xη， yη E A; hence x, y 든 B and B is C-starlike. The remaining properties are 

easily seen, so that Bε!? K. 

Now let η be the natural homomorphism, and let A ε !? K be K -stable. Clear1y 

Aη is a subsemiring of 5η; let B=η-1(Aη). If b ε B , then bη =aη for some a ε 
A. Thus there ex.ist 깐， SiεS， hi’ 한ε K s1)ch that r1+h1+s1=b, rn+화+sη:::: a, 

and 깐+k，+Si=?μ1+hi+1+펀+llor 1드i<n. Since A is K-stable, rn+K+snCA , 

and in particular, rn_1 +한-1 +Sn_1 =rn +hn +SnεA. After n steps, b=r1 +h1 +Sl 

ε A , so that B C A. Since clearly A ζ B , η is one-to-one of !? K onto Sf'. It is 

easy to verify that η preserves arbitrary intersections, and • so is a lattice 

isomorphism. The result in the remaining cases follows when it is shown that η 

preserves those lattices, which is easily done. ‘ 

We now conclude the study of natural factors of semirings with some 
isomorphism theorems. 

THEOREM 3. Let K be a stable ideal 01 a selnir.상zg 5, and let H be a stable 

ideal 015/K. 11 u is the natμral !zomomorphism 015 onto 5/K, then 5/u-
1
(H) is 

isomorphic to (5/K)/H. 

PROOF. Let η be the natural homomorp퍼sm of M/K onto (M/K)/H, let 77' be 

the natura1 homomorphism of S onto S/U-1(H), and define ￠= {(X얘， xη'):x ε 
5}. If XUη=yuη， then xU三yu (mod H); this is a finite chain of relations si+1u十

싹+lU十감+1U= s.싼+kp+tp， with 깎η， ktηEH. Then 낀， 한ε u-1(H)， and (si+ 1+ 

깎+1 +ti+ 1)u= (si+한+감)u， so that si +l十낀+l+ti+l 三 Si+한+ti(mod K). Since 

Kζu-1(H)， si+l +hi+1 +ti+l == si+한+ti (mod u~1(H))， and xγ=yγ. Thus if; is 
single-valued. As similar argument shows that if; is one-to-one. It is clear that 

if; is a hömomorphism onto. 

COROLLARY. Let H and K be stable ideals 01 semirz'ng 5 , with KCH. Then 

5/ H z's isomorphic to (5/ K)/(H / K). 

It is clear in both of these cases that if 5 is a preordered 
isomorphisms are order-isomorphisms. 

, . 
semlrmg, both 

In the case of commutative addition, this corollary is LaTorre’ s Theorem 3. 12 

in [4] • That th얻Orenl -has th흐 unnecessary hypothesis that the semiring be “ of 
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type CK)." 
W e now wish to study representations of semirings in cancellative semirings. 

Throughout. the word “ cancellative" will always refer to the additive structure. 

Recalling the standard definition from semigroup theory. if A is a subsemiring of 
S. we say A is 1강~ reversz'ble in S if S+a n A +s~ø for each aεA. s ε S. Right 

γeversible is defined dually, and A is reversible if it is both right and left 

reversible. If A is a left and B a right reversible subsemiring of S, we define a 

relation x즈y in S by x=:::y if there exist a E A , b E B such that a+x+b=a+y+b. 

Using the reversibility, it is easy to see that this is a congruence on S. 、^1e

define k A,B to be the canonical map of S onto the factor semiring which carries 

x ε S onto the congruencε class of x. The map k A , B is called the CA, B)

representation of S. It is easy to prove 

THEOREM 4. Let A be a lelt and B a 서ght reversible sμbsemiring 01 S, and 

let kA, B be the (A, B)-reP7eseyztαtion 01 S. Then k A, B is a homomorphism such that 

AkA,B and BkA,B are 1ζft and right cancellatz"ve, respectively. z'n SkA,B. Moreover, 

any homomorPhism having this property lactors through k A,B. 

For subsets A , B of S, we define the zeroid 01 A and B in S to be ZCA , B)= 

{xεS:a+x+b=a+b for some a ε A , b ε B}. If A is a left and B a right reversible 

subsemiring of S, then clearly ZCA, B) is the kernel of k A, B' and hence is a 

stable ideal. 

It is easily seen that in this case ZCA, B) is the unique minimum CA, B)

subtractive stable ideal. We will usually write ZCA) for ZCA, A). 

If T is a subsemiring of S , and Z(S) n T=O, then S is called T-precancellative; 

if S is S-precancellative. it is precancellative. Note that 0 is the unique additive 

idεmpotent in a precancellative semiring; it follows easily that 0 is a normal 

ideal. If S is reversible, it is easily seen that S/ZCS) is precancellative; thus a 
reversible semiring is precancellative if and only if it is semi-isomorphic to a 

cancellative semiring. 

The lattice preserving properties of k A , B are given in the following 

“ representation lattice theorem." 

THEOREM 5. Let A be a 1ζft and B a right reversible sμbseηz~'ring 01 s, C c S, 

and let K be the CA, B)-representation. Then K z'ndμces a lattice isomorphism 01 
the lattice 01 (A, B)-subtractiν'e subsemirings 01 S onto the lattice 01 subtractive 

sμbsemi서ngs 01 Sk. Moreover, the z'ntersectz"ons 01 this 1，따tice witk the lattices 01 
stable subsemirings, fright, 1，강ïJ ideals. C-norηzal and C-starlike subsemirings 
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are pt’eseroed by the lattic~ isomorphism. 

PROOF. Note that an (A. B)-subtractive subsemiring T necessarily contains 
ZC~ B). Let s. t ε T. and suppose xk+sk=tk. Then a+(x+s)+b=a+t+b for 

aEA. b ε B. and x ε T. Thus xk ε Tk. and Tk is subtractive. If T' is 

subtractive in Sk. let a+x+t+b=a+s+b for a E A , b E B , s, t E k一 lCT'). Then 

ak十xk+tk+bk=ak+sk+bk， and cancelling ak and bk. xk ε T' by subtractivity. 

Hence x εk-1(T'). Nowif xEk一l(Tk). then xk=tk for t E T. Thus a+x+b=a 

+t+b for aEA. b ε B. and x ε T. Therefore k is one-to-one as a lattice 

mapping. The remaining assertions are equally easy to verify. 

It is easy to see that if A is right or left reversible in S. then Aη is right or 

left reversible in Sη. for any homomorphism η. The natural factor and the 

(A. B)-representation can now be related by the following “ pel'll1utation theorem". 

THEOREM 6. Let A be a 1ζft and B a right reversible subsemiring 01 S. and let 

K be a stable (A. B)-sμbtractive ideal. Let u be tke natu1’al. homomorphism 01 s 
O짜o S/K and let k be the (A. B)-representatz"on. Let u' be the natu1’al homomorPhisηz 

01 Sk onto Sk/Kk. aχd let k’ be the (.Au. Bu)-represe~atz"on 01 S/K. Then Suk' 

and Sku' are isomorphic. 

PROOF. Let rþ= {(xuk'. xku’):x ε S}. 11 xuk'=yuk’, theκ (a+x+b)u= (a+y+b)u 

for a ε A. b ε B. Thus there are 한， )감 ε K. 깐， siεS such that 깐十헌+si=ri+ l+ 

hi+ l+Si+l for 0드i <n. a+x+b=ro +ho +so' a+y+b=r n +kn +S'l' Thus rik+한k+sik= 
ri+l}~+hi+ lk+Si+lk. and since k앤， 낀kEKk for 0 드i드n. (a+x+b)k드(a+y+b)k 

(mod Kk). Thus xku’ =yku', and rþ is single-valued. It is easily seen that rþ is a 
homomorphism of Suk’ onto Sku'. 

Now suppose xku'=yku'. Then there are 한， 한 ε K. 깐• si E S such that xk=rok 

+hok+Bok, yk=1’nk十k생+s생. and (깐十한+si)k=(긴+l+hi+ l+Si+ l)k for 0드i<n. 

Therefore there are ai ε A and bi E B such thatai+ri+한+st+깐=ai+ri+1+한+1 

+Si+l +bi• By Lemma 1 of [7], there exist μ。， …, Un, Vo' ... , Vn ε S such that 

u.+a_="'=μ +a_=c E A and b_+v_="'=b_+v_=d ε B. Hence c+x十d=μ。+ao+o . - 0 η n 

ro+ho+so+b。十Vo三…三μn+ an+rn+화+sn +bn +vn=c+y+d (mod K). and since cu 

E Au and du E Bu. xuk’=yuk'. Therefore rþ is one-to-one. 

If A=B is right reversible and cancellative in S. then S can be embedded into 
a unique monoid S• A of right differences in which every element of A has an 
additive inverse and every element of S• A has form s-a for s ε S. a ε A; It is 
easy to see that if S is a semiring. the semiring structure extends to S• A. If A 
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1s both right and left reversible, then S• A is also a left difference semiring 

.s• A , and is denoted by S - A. 1n the case A = B is b이;h left and right reversible, 
then the CA, A)-representation k can be regarded as a mapping into Sk- Ak; 

this will be called the A-representation of S. 1n particular, if S is reversible, it 

~n be represented in a skewring. 

1t is also well known that if η is a homomorphism of S such that the right 

reversible cancellative subsemiring A has cancellative image Aη， then there is a 

unique homomorphism ii of S• A onto Sη→Aη which extends η. This has an 

important corollary which we state as 

THEOREM 7. Let A be a reversible cancellative subsemiring 01 S. Then the stable 

ideals 01 S are exactly the intersections with S 01 the stable ideals 01 S-A. 

Cancellativity has a strong influence on the arithmetic of the semiring. If A is 

a cancellative left ideal of S, then AS is Abelian. For let ax, by E AS, where 

,a, bεA and x, yεS. Then ay+ax+by+bx=Ca+b)(x+y)=ay+by+ax+bx, and 

since ay, bxεA， they can be cancelled. Hence ax+by=by+ax. 

If 0 is a nm mal ideal of S, call S a normal semiring. Then the skewring 0￥ is 

‘a stable ideal of S. Let S’ denote the commutator subgroup of 0*; we shall see 

in a moment that this definition is natural. We obtain the following striking 

result. 

THEOREM 8. Let S be a normal semiring. Then SlS SS1 o. 

PROOF. Let x, y ε 0*, z ε S. Then Cx+y-x-y)z=xz+yz-xz-yz=O, smce 

0* is cancellative and O*S is Abelian. Thus S1S =0. Similarly SS1=0. 

If S contains even one multiplicatively cancellative element. then all the 

’commutators must be zero, and 0용 is a ring. This result is very old; it just 

'extends the observation that a commutative law of addition is redllDdant in the 
definition of a ring with identity. We now generalize it in a way which casts 

grave doubt on the ‘ utility of semi-isomorphisms as too1s for studying semiring 

structure. 

Let x be equivalent to y iff there exist n> 0 and aiεS， 1드i드n， such that x= 

2그ai and y= 2그 aiq' where q is some permutation on {1, …n}. Clearly this is a 

oCongruence; let a be the canonical homomorphism of S onto the factor semiring 

thus determined. This mapping is called the Abelianizer of S, and it is easy to 

see that any homomorphism of S onto an an Abelian semiring factors through 

-!X. 
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THEOREM 9. Let S be a normal semiring. Then the kernel 01 α z.s Sl. 

PROOF. If xa=Oa, then ~그와=0， ~그aiq=x for some a1 ’ 

Z그ai=O clearly implies ai E 0육 for each i. Hence ~그aiq=xEO*. 
1 _1 that xε(O*)~=S'. 

---, an ε S. But 
It is immediate 

Hence every semiring in which 0* is AbeIian, and in particular, every semiring 
in which 0육=0 is semi-isomorphic to an AbeIian semiring •. Following [21 , such 
semirings are called conic. It is not difficult to concoct examples which are not 

Abelian. 
A similar difficulty arises in the Abelian case. Constnict the free halfring 

F(S) on a set S by taking the free AbeIian (additive) semigroup with identity on 
the set of words in the free (multiplicative) semigroup on S, and defining 

multiplication distributively. Then every Abelian semiring is a homomorphic 

image of a free halfring, and by our first theorem, a semi-isomorphic image of a 

natural factor of the halfring. But it is easily seen that every natural factor of 
a halfring is a. halfring. Thus a cancellative semiring may have a non-cancellative 

semi-isomorphic image. 

These weaknesses call forcible attention to the problem of when a semi
isomorphism must be an isomorphism. A partial answer is' given in the following 
theorem. 

THEOREM 10. Let S be an intrinsically ordered semiring with poszïive cone P , 
a%d let U be a semi-isomOTPhism of S sμch that SO' is PO'-precancellative. Then the 

restriction 01 0' to any chain in S is one-to-one. 

PROOF. If x,y belong to a chain in S, we mayassume x드y. Then x+p=y for 

some p E P , and xO'+pO' =yO'. If XO' -yO', then pO' ε Z(SO') n PO', so that pO'=O. 

Then P=O and 0' is one-to-one. 

COROLLARY. Let S be a natμrally linearly preordered semiring, and let η be a 

homomoψ'hisηZ 01 S onto a precancellative se.ηziring. Then Sη z.s isomorPhic to 

S/Ker(η). 

PROOF. By Theorem 1, they are semi-업omorphic. But S/Ker(η) is also naturally 
linearly preordered, and Sη is precancellative. Thus the semi-isomorphism is 

one-to-one, and thus an isomorphism. 

A naturally preordered semiring S is linearly ordered provided that for each a, 

b g S, pne of the equations a十x=b， b+x=a has a solution x E S. This property 

‘ 
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has been powerfully exploited in. [6] to obtain structural results. 
behavior of this class. of semirings accounts for our interest in 

semirings generally. 

The good 
preordered 

We now investigate the relationship of preordered semirings with ordered 
semirings. If S is any preordered set, the relation == defined by x드y if and only 

if x드yandy드x is an equivalence relation on S. If ω is the canonical mapping 

of S onto the set of equivalence classes, the relation x，띠드yω if and only if x< y 

is a partial order on Sω， and ω is monotone. In the case of semirings we ha ve 

THEOREM 11. Let S be an 상'ztrinsically preordered semi상ng μlith positive coηe 

P. Then SÚJ is iηt서nsically ordered with positive cone. Pω， and ω ’ is αn order

epimorPhism whose kernel is St/O). 11 η is a monotone homomorPkism 01 S onto an 
ordered semiring, then η=ωØfoγ s01:ηe monotone homomorPhism ø 01 s띠 ; and ø is 

aη epimorPhism when η z.s. 

COROLLARY. A necessaηI condition lor S to be ordered is that P be conic. 11 S 

is precancellative, this is sμ:flicient. 

PROOF. 11 x드y드x， there are p, q E P such that x+p=y, y+q=x. Then x+ 

(p+q)=x, and p+qεZ(S)=O. If P is conic, ψ=q=O， and x=y. 

If follows that a centric precancellative semiring S is naturally ordered if and 

only if it is conic. Since S is normal, 0싹 is a stable ideal in S, and S/O* is conic. 
Thus 0* behaves like a radical in the category of centric precancellative semirings: 

the “ semisimple" structures are naturally ordered, while the “ radical" structures are 

skewrings (additively groups). This is an unusual situation, in that the “ radical" 
semirings are better behaved than the “semisimple" ones. In the case of a halfring 
S, O* is a ring, and S/O* is a conic halfring; i. e. , a positive cone in its ring of 

differences. Thus the study of halfrings reduces to the study of rings, positive 

cones of partially ordered rings, and the halfring extension problem. 

There is another reason why the category of centric precancellative semirings 

is attractive. It is easily seen that if K is an ideal centric in S, x드y (mod K) 

if and only if x+K, y+K￥ø. This is the same definition which has always been 

used in the Abelian 않se. Using this result, it is easy to show that K is the 

kernel of a homomorphism of a centric semiring S onto a precancellative (and 
necessarily centric) semiring if and only if K is hypersubtractive and centric 

in S. j 

We conclude by giving a decomposition theorem for certain homomorphisms of 

nor닫lal sen밸맺SL A hom땐.~rphism η of S onto T is an ePimorPhism if η maps 
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S\SI5 (0) onto T \ ,StT(O). Let a , β be the natural homomorphisms of S onto 

S/SIS(O), T onto T /StT(O) respectively, and define η，0: S/StS(O)• T/StT(O) by 

(β a)깨。 =(Sη)β. Evidently ηo is an epimorphism. We also define η￥ : Sts(O) • StT(O) 

to be the resttiction of η to SlsCO); clearly 한 is an epimorphism. We ha ve 

THEOREM 12. Let S be a normal semiring, and let η be an ePimorPhism 01 S. 

Then η* and ηo are epimorphisms, and il η is an isomorphism, so are 썩 and η。. 11 

S is cent1’ic and Sη φrecancellative， then η is m isoηzorphism il and only il both η% 

and n
O 

are. 

PROOF. Let η육 and ηo be isomorphisms and let xη=yη， where S is centric, Sη 
precancellative. lf x ε Sts(O) , then so musty, and xr;*=xr; =yη=y샘， so that x=y. 

If x졸Sts(O) ， neither does y , and Cxα)η。=(xη)β=(yη)β=(yα)η。， so that xα=yα. 

Now StsCO) is centric if S is centric, and thus x+r=y for some r ε Sls(O). 

Thus xη=yη= (x+r)η=xη+rη， and rη=0 since Sη IS좋precancellative. But rη= 

쩌*=0 implies r=O, so that x=y. 

Thus questions about homomorphisms of centrc precancellative semirings can 

be readily reduced to questions about homorphisms of conic semirings. 
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